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ABSTRACT. In the present paper the theory of fractional powers, which has been

restricted to date to certain operators on Banach spaces, is generalized to certain

particular operators in Frchet spaces. The main difficulty consists in the fact that

neither the holomorphlc functional calculus nor the results on Banach algebras are

available for bounded operators on Frchet spaces.

All the basic properties which a good theory of fractional powers must fulfill

are proved, except for the spectral relation,

which remains an unsolved problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION.

In [I] we have developed a new theory of fractional powers for non-negatlve

operators, that is, for closed linear operators A in a Banach space X such

that ]-% 0[ is contained in the resolvent set D(A) and

To this end, we have used a new definition of fractional powers which coincides

with the closure of the operator J S (defined by A.V. Balakrlshnan in [2]) when D(A) is

dense in X, and is a strict extension of that operator when A is not densely defined.
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The point of view introduced in [I] has proved advantageous in several aspects.

First of all, it implies a substantial simplification of the theory and it shows that

the denseness hypothesis on the domain D(A), considered as fundamental tn previous

theories, is irrelevant; furthermore, it provides for the first time in the extensive

literature on fractional powers, a satisfactory construction in the case of non-dense

domains.

The main theorem of [I] establishes the following relation, for > 0 and

Re > 0:

Aa[(A+)-I] [A(A+)-I]a

In the present paper we generalize the results of [I] to operators A

in Frchet spaces that verify a condition similar to non-negativity. The essential

difficulty introduced by substituting the Frchet structure for the Banach structure

consists in the loss of properties undergone by the resolvent function z (z-A) -I,
which is no longer analytical nor even continuous.

In 1984, Wilson Lamb [3] generalizes the concept of non-negatlve operators to

Frechet spaces in order to obtain certain results in the field of fractional

calculus. He gives a definition of fractional powers on operators, A, such

that (X+A) -I exists and is bounded for each X > 0, and given any seminorm, II llp’
amon those that describe the space topology, there is another seminorm II lq(p) and

a constant C > 0 (independent of II lp such that for each vector :

X+A)-I)n II II for n 2 (1.2)

This condition assures that the resolvent function is analytical on a sector centered

around the negative real semiaxis, thus allowing application of the same methods and

arguments as for Banach spaces.

We propose a different kind of operator which seems more natural and strictly

includes those of W. Lamb. Indirectly, this will be shown by means of a

counterexample in which the resolvent function associated with a certain operator of

our class is not analytical. The lack of this property prevents us from using or

generalizing the techniques common to theories on fractional powers previous to [i]).

However, we can take advantage of some of the ideas contained in [I].

Being unable to prove identity (I.I) for Frechet spaces, we have chosen to argue

as follows: We show directly that

D(A a) D[(A+)a], for all > 0,

and, as a consequence, we find an integral expression for the opera,or

n

p--O
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on D(A, which will enable us to prove the essential property that a good fractional

power must have, namely

AaA Aa
+ (with Re > 0 and Re >

On the other hand, it can be seen that the integral expression for (A+) -I
and

the relation

(A $ AB (with > > 0 and Re > O)

established in [I] for Banach spaces, are still valid in Frchet spaces. However, in

the latter case the spectral mapping theorem

A {za: z % A)}

remans an open problem, at least as far as the present article is concerned.

F will henceforth be a Frchet space, and {II lpp1 an increasing sequence of

semi-norms defining the topology of F. We shall denote by A a linear operator on F

with domain D(A), and by p(A) and A) the resolvent set and the spectrum of A,

respectively.

The proofs of several of the results in the present paper are essentially the

same as the proofs of the corresponding results in [I]. These proofs will therefore

be omitted

2. PROPERTIES OF FRACTIONAL OPERATORS.

DEFINITION 2 We say that A is non-negative if p(A){k ei > O} and for

all hEN, there exists M > 0 and there exists m(n) N such that
n

for all F and for all > O. (2.1)

EXAMPLE I. Given p: p + (R), let

F {f: [0, + [ such that fl[O,a] ( LP([0’a])’ for all a > O} with

[If[ In [[f[ [0,n][[p
Taking A -d/dx on the set

D(A) {f F; fl[0,n] WI’p (]O,n[), for all ne and f(0) 0}

it is easy to show that A is a non-negative unbounded operator, which is densely

defined if and only if p < + .
EXAMPLE 2. Let F {fC ([0, I]), with f(n)(o)= O, for n=O,l,2...}

with the seminorms

max

and the (bounded) operator

A -i d/dx

It can easily be shown that A has an empty spectrum and that for al[ \ > and g F

[1X(A + X) -1 g[ Ip 2 [[g[ [p+l
and thus it is a non-negative operator.
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-iwAWe shall now see that for all w: 0 < w < /2 the operator e is not non-

negative. This will show that definition 2.1 is not equivalent to W. Lamb’s

definition; for if an operator satisfies (1.2), this is still true if we multiply the

operator by iw, if w > 0 is small enough.

For z + i o k (k > 0 and o tg w) and gEF, we have

-ilx+oAx ilt olt(A-z) Ig(x) e e i g(t) dt

and consequently
0

Using

0
g(t) d(kt)]

-iXx- i/ig l(x) e we obtain

IZ(A-z) -1 1 o -o-1/
g,l e e d.

0

On the other hand,
n)(nl(x) =In (n)(lx)implies llg % Tf [0 %1g gl

w/o 0S
llm (n) (n) n

-iwAnd we can conclude that e is not non-negative.

REMARK 2.1. It can also be shown that the operator A from example 2 does not

satisfy (1.2) even in the case that in this condition the constant C should be

dependent on the semlnorm II lp, which is contained in the left-hand-side.

In the next definition, as well as all the other statements in this paper, we

assume that A is a non-negative operator.

DEFINITION 2.2. The condition that A be non-negatlve allows us to define the

integral operator J in the same way as it was defined in [I] for Banach spaces, and

the following property holds:

jj 8 j+8 (with Re > 0 and Re 8 > 0).

If A is continuous, we define

An= J. (2.2)
-I

If A is not continuous and O p(A), we have that the operator A is a continuous

non-negatlve operator, since

(with k(n) max {n, m(n)}) for all > 0 and F.

(1 + Mn) llll(n)
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(A-I) a
is a one-to-one operator, since if n > Re a, we have

(A-I)n-(A-I) (A-I)n,
and consequently:

(A-I) a 0 ==> (A-I)n 0 ==> 0.

We define

Aa I(A-l)a}-1 (2.3)

It is easy to prove that, for 0 < Re a < and ED(A)

((A-I)a)-I@ sin a f ),crl (% + A)-I A d%.
0

Finally, if A is not continuous and 0 p(A), we define

A a lim (A + )a (2.4)

on the vectors@ for which the limit exists.

RERKS. i) From (2.2) and (2.3) it follows, by direct composition of the

powers (or their inverses) in their integral form, as shown in [2], that

A% 8= Aa+ 8 (with Re a > 0 and Re 8 > 0)

when A is continuous, and A not being continuous, when 0 P(A).

li) Arguing as in [I] it can be proved that when A is not continuous, jals a

closable operator and Aa is an extension of the closure of j a.
The subsequent results will give a more precise meaning to the definition

of A a in the more general case in which 0 D(A) and A is not continuous.

PROPOSITION 2.1. When A is not continuous, the domain of (A + E) a is independent

of > 0 (and equal to D(A if 0E A)).

PROOF. We first assume 0 < Re a < I. Starting with the identity

D[(A + ) R([(A +

and using the integral expression of the operator j a associated with the operator

(A + -I, we obtain

D[(A+e) f -a ( / / A)-I@dA: F}, for all e > 0
0

On the other hand, given , > 0 the resolvent formula leads to

f -= ( + + A)-d- f - (X + n + A)-d
0 0

+m
(n-E) f -a (, + E + A)-I (k + r + A) -1 xt,, for all .F,

0
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and the operator A can be introduced into the integrand on the rlght-hand side with no

influence on the convergence of the integral; for this reason

and thus

[(A + )-l]a_ [(A + r0-1]aeD(A)

[(A + )-lla,- [(A + n) -l]aD [(A + )D [(A + r0 a]

for all E F, so we get

D [(A + E) a] _-D [(A + )

Next e shall prove by induction on n that, for 0 < Re a < 2n, there exists

B(00 with Re B(a) > Re a, such that for all

[(A + )-l]a_ [(A + n)-l]aD [(A + )B(a)]( D [(A + q) S(a)] (2.5)

which will imply the equality of the domains D[(A + )a] and D [(A + r0
This result has already been proved for n O. Assuming that it holds up to n-l,

take a such that 0 < Re a < 2n. We have

[(A + c)-lla [(A + n)-l]a@ [(A + c)-lla/2 $+ [(A + (2.6)

with $ [(A + e)-l]a/2$_ [(A + r0 -I]a/25

and this element belongs to D [(A + )(a/2)]D-- [(A + n) ’w2"]/ by the induction

hypothesis.

From (2.6) it is easily concluded that [(A + E)-l]a/2 and

[(A + )-l]a/2 belong to the set

D [(A + )a/2 + B(a/2)]O D [(A + n) a/2 + B(o/2)]

and relation (2.5) is established (with 6(a) a/2 + B(a/2)).

If O A), then Aa is defined in the same way as (A + E) a, and therefore the

argument is still valid if the condition > 0 is substituted by 0. This

yields D [(A + ) D(A.
PROPOSITION 2.2. When A is not continuous we denote by D the set D [(A +

Then the function

h(t) (A + t)a,

with D and t > 0, is Holder continuous in each bounded interval ]0,a], with

exponent Re /2n, as long as 0 < Re a < 2n Consequently

lim (A + e)a@

and D(A-) D
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PROOF. We have for 0 < Re a < and D(A)

(A+e) a- (A+n) a sin ar [2a-l I-A(A+e+)-I + l(A+n+)-l) d+

/ f le( e’- n) A+ e+ A) A+ n+ l) -I , d% (2.7)

using the identity (A+) (A++A)-I
# - l(A+e+l)-l$ and the resolvent formula.

The twD integrals are absolutely convergent, for all F

-IApplying the formula (2.7) to the element (A + I) #, for all #QD and taking
-I e

into account that the one-to-one operator (A + I) can be placed on the left, since

it commutes with the integral sign we conclude that (2.7) holds for all #D.
Taking 6 - n, we have

w
t 0 n

Hence

It<n) Re e-I -m<m<n),

and consequently h(t) (A+t)s, th D and t > 0 is Holder continuous th

exponent Re e, so h is continuous and

exists.

Arguing by induction, it is easy to show that in each bounded interval ]0,a] h is

a Holder continuous with exponent Re 0/2n with n N such that 0 < Re a < 2n. For n=0

this statement has actually been proved, and assuming it holds up to n-1 and a such

that 0 < Re a < 2n then the relation

with

= (A+)0/2@ + (A+n)/2@
* (A+n) 0/2@ii

implies, by the induction hypothesis, the property that was claimed for h.

Therefore h is continuous and converges as t tends to zero. Thus, if A is not

continuous and 0D(A), by the definition of D(A, this set is equal to D On the

other hand, if 0O(A), both domains being equal by Proposition 2.1., we also conclude

that the following equation holds:

llm (A + e) a Aa, for all D(A) a
(2.8)
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REMARK. Relation (2.8) is obtained as in the classical theory if A is

continuous.

LEMMA 2.1. Given pN, there exists qN and there exists K ) 0 such that

PROOf, T5 cas 0 R is fedfat fom tSe ntea] xpressfon for

The general case is reduced to the former by repeatedly applying (2.9) after

writing

[(A+e)-l] a ([ (A+e)-I a/n) n
with a natural number n such that 0 < Re a/n < I.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Given D(A, nN and > O, the integral

/ t
n (A+t)a-(n+l) dt

0

(which may be improper at triO) converges and, furthermore,

n
Aa . (_l)pp(p(A+) a-p@

p=O (2.10)

(-l)n+ln+l(na)(a-n) tn(A+t) a-(n+l)
dt

0

where by (A+)a-P we mean [(A+e)-I]P (A+)a
PROOF. We argue as in the corresponding Proposition of [I]: first we show that

the function h of Proposition 2.2, is indefinitely differentlable, then we write the

Taylor expansion of h(Q)with respect to h(). In the resulting expression we find

that we can take the limit for Q tending to zero, which leads to (2.10). Only slight

changes must be made in order to make up for the differences between Banach and

Fre’chet spaces, so we omit the details.

3. MAIN RESULTS.

LEMI 3.1. Given a, 8 C, n6N and e > O, with n+l > Re a, Re B > 0 and

@D[(A+e) we have

f t
n (A+et) a-(n+l)

dt6 D[(A+) B]
0and

lira n+l (A+e) f tn(A+t)a-(n+l)dt 0
*0 0

PROOF. As the operator (A+) is closed, in order to prove that the integral

belongs to its domain, it suffices to show that this fact is true for the integrand,

and that the following integral (which is improper at t 0 if 0 $ D(A))
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is convergent,

f tn(A + )B(A + t) a-(n+l)

0
dt

The flrst assertion is obvious, since n + > Re 8.

We will show that. (3.1) converges with respect to any seminorm II
end, we write

CA+c) 8 CA + Ct) -(n+l),= [(A+e)-l]n+l-,
with

(A+e)n+l(A+t)-(n+l) .

(3.1)

To this

Then, by Lemma 2.1, there exists q N and K > 0 such that

following decomposition

by means of a suitable function of t we use the

(A+)n+l[(A+e t)-l] n+l (A +t)a

n+l
/n+l el i -I iZ i

(l-t) [(A+t) (A+t)
if0

Applying Lemma 2.1 to the last term of the sum and considering the continuity of

(A + Et)a as t ranges over the interval [0,I], we conclude that there exists

H and H2, positive and Independent of t, such that

Re l_t)n+l tRe a-(n+l)

This implies convergence of the integral (3.1). Besides, the estimation of the

Integrand also implies that

lime
n+l (A+) 8 a-(n+l)f t

n (A+et) dt 0
e*O 0as claimed.

LEMMA 3.2. If P is a polynomial with complex coefficients and such that all Its

roots are non-zero, then if EF satisfies

P[(A+)-I] (D[(A+E) a]
we have @(D[(A+)a].

PROOF. Let rl, r2,...rh be the roots of P, and kl, k2, k
h their respective

multiplicities. Then the hypothesis can be rewritten as

[(A+e) -I rI] ED[(A+e) ] (3.2)

with
kI-I k

= [(A+)-I_ rl ii2h [(A+e)-l_ ri i
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and, if show that @ D[(A+E), the argument can be repeated until we arrive at

he element

Taking a natural number m such that 2m > Re a, (3.2) implies that

m-l[ _iI 2p -IIA+) 2P+ r (A+) r
p=0

i] D [(A+)

Now, carrying out the operation on the left-hand side, we get

2m 2m[(A+) -I] - r D[(A+E)

Since 2m > Re , we have

2m(A+) -1] D[(A+E) ,
and we obtain D[(A+)=] as claimed.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If Re > 0 and Re B > O, the following equality holds.

ABA A= + B.
PROOF. We shall see that the operator A + B is an extension of ABAa

Let D(A such that AD(A. According to (2.10) we have for all n N

and for all > 0:

n
Acx . (-I)p P(p(A+) a-p +

p---O

+ (_l)n+len+l(n)(.n) f tn(A+t) a-(n+l)
(3.3)

From here, taking n + > Re Re B and applying Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that

(A+e)D[(A+)], that is D(Aa+ ).

In order to prove that AAa Aa+ B we let (A+e) operate on both sides of

(3.3) and take limits for tending to zero. By Lemma 3.1 we know that

lira n+l (A+) B / tn(A+)-(n+l) dt 0
,0 o

so, in order to establish the equality of AA and A+ , it will suffice to

prove that

lira (A+) B (i(A+)-i) 0 (I i n) (3.4)

To this end, let be such that 0 < < min {I, Re(+B)}. Using Lemma 2.1, we have

for all pN,
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where K and q do not depend on e and the term within the seminorm is continuous in a

neighborhood of zero owing to the existence of the limit

lira (A+e)s + 8-6 AS+

(This limit exists because $6D[(A+e) o+8], a set which is included in

D[(A+e) c-6] D(AU+-6)). Thus we have proved (3.4), as intended.

Next we shall see that AfAs is an extension of A u+8.
Let $D(A+ Then $D[(A+E) u+8] and consequently $(D(A and can be

expressed as in (3.3). Now we argue as in the proof of the inclusion A s
+ 8ABA u,

except that it is now the second member of (3.3), term by term, of which we know

beforehand that it belongs to D[(A+E) Thus we have A s Se-D[(A+E) and taking

limits we obtaln

ASA s A=+S
PROPOSITION 3.2. As is a closed operator

PROOF. Let {$p}p)l be a sequence in D(A such that the following limits exist:

lim
p

(3.5)

lira As

p+

Let n N such that n > Re a and U > 0. Since A s is an extension of the closable

operator aSand D(JD(An), we have

Aa[(A+u)-I]n [(A+)-l]n (3.6)

Consequently, as by additlvity (Proposition 3.1) we know that D(An-DD(An), we

arrive at

and

A(A+)-I]n D(An-s)

An[ (A+)-l ]n An-s[(A+)-l]n %

from which ft follows, repeating the argument,

An (A+)-I n D(A

Now this implies, by Lemma 3.2 that D(A and taking this into (36), it follows

that

AS ,
thus A s is closed.
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The following Proposition can be proved by means of the techniques developed

in [I] and [2].

PROPOSITION 3.3. We have. (i) When A is not continuous, As is an extension of the

closure operator J=, and the equality holds if and only if A is densely defined.

(ii) If p belongs to the non-empty set

{ C {0}: p + lelea 0 with > O, y- -< e .< w}

then As + has a continuous inverse given by the convergent integral

+ -1" [- (A + A.)
2i a -ia ,ao p+ e + e

(iii) If 0 < a I, then As is non-negative and we have

(A8 Aa8, for all 8 with Re 8 > O,

REMARK 3.1. The concept of a non-negative operator, as well as the results in this

aper, can easily be generalized to complete locally convex spaces.
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